
Professional Services
for Forescout 
Brite's team of experts helps organizations 
realize the full value of Forescout 

 



The Challenge
When it comes to securing the enterprise in the age of 
BYOD, IoT and operational technologies (OT), the 
Forescout platform is key. But how you optimize it depends 
on your specific operational and architectural needs.

You may want to deploy the Forescout platform simply to 
make devices visible as they access your network to provide 
real-time network intelligence to your Security Operations 
Center. You may want to go one step further to provide 
both visibility AND apply granular security controls for 
devices and endpoints.

You may also want to leverage Forescout eyeExtend 
products to share information with other security 
technologies in your environment. With eyeExtend, you can 
obtain continuous monitoring and automated remediation 
across your extended enterprise.

With so many capabilities and choices available, it can be a 
challenge to confidently select the best way to customize 
and optimize the Forescout platform for your specific 
environment.

The Solution
Brite’s Professional Services for Forescout

Brite’s Professional Services team helps you design, plan, 
deploy and optimize the solution that works best for you. 
Based on hundreds of actual deployments, our expert 
engineers guide you through the design decision-making 
process, explain the many ways our products are leveraged 
by real-world customers and establish a practical roadmap 
to obtain the full value from your Forescout implementation.

Our certified Forescout engineers can help you leverage 
complete device visibility and continuous situational 
awareness to solve your toughest use cases with deep, 
real-world experience in network access control, device 
compliance, network segmentation, asset management and 
incident response. We provide packaged and custom 
services that range from simple, one-time consultations to 
ongoing, comprehensive engagements that span the entire 
installation lifecycle (including deployment, configuration, 
training, health checks and upgrades).

Benefits
Maximize the ROI of your Forescout 
platform and other security tools

• Increase security operations/help desk     
   productivity and harmonize cross-group      
   collaboration

• Automate policy-based controls to ensure  
   and demonstrate security compliance

• Accelerate response to security incidents      
   and breaches through automation and        
   improved staff proficiency

• Confidently embrace future use cases and  
   capabilities



Deriving Maximum Value with 
Enhanced Professional 
Services for Forescout

The Forescout platform provides comprehensive device visibility and automated 
control to effectively manage cyber, operational and compliance risks while 
increasing security operations productivity. 

Brite developed Enhanced Professional Services (EPS) for Forescout to maximize 
the capabilities, (and Forescout has endless capabilities). Brite’s certified 
Forescout engineers and project management team lead your organization 
through a 12 month journey.  Broken down into 4 main phases that start with 
visibility and ends with compliance. 

1. Visibility and Classification of the network connected devices

2. Clarification (corporate vs non-corporate) of the connected devices

3. Control and Automation of devices through co-develop policies (allow,    
     deny, quarantine, isolate, vlan, etc).  Automation may include orchestration        
     with existing security tools.

4. Display real-time and measure overtime, device compliance compared to   
     requirements (provided in detailed reports and dashboard)



Ensure Peak Performance with
a Health Check for Forescout &
8.2 Readiness Assessment

Many tools fall subject to set it and forget it.  Even if the tool is used every day, 
it is necessary to take a step back and analyze the configuration. The Health 
Check for Forescout will do just that.  In 2 hours, Brite’s certified engineers 
systematically assess your enviornment and ensure optimal configuration.  

At the conclusion of the Health Check, Brite will provide a comprehensive read 
out report with detailed findings and appropriate recommendations.

In addition, Brite’s Health Check for Forescout will prepare your 
organization for the 8.2 upgrade.

•  Assess policies 
   (classification, clarification, compliance and control)

•  Identification of unmanaged devices
•  Use case mapping
•  Appliance review
•  Plugin review
•  Validation of proper backup schedule

Areas of Assessment



Get a Helping Hand with
Deployment Projects 
for Forescout

Brite delivers effective, reliable service deplyment projects for Forescout.  Brite’s 
experienced engineers and project management team provide a proven process 
to quickly deploy Forescout componets as intended.  With Brite, you can be 
certain that your Forescout enviornment is operating as intended.

Visibility

Brite’s Visibility Pack is a set of standard 
procedures that shorten the time to 
true visibility of all devices (including 
managed and unmanaged) through the 
following:

•  Planning and design services

•  Forescout eyeSight configuration,  
    policies, and plugins

Once complete, organizations see the 
value of this powerful visibility tool, 
quickly.

Enforcement

Brite’s Enforcement Pack enable 
enforcement through:

•  Planning and design services

•  Resolving unknown/unmanaged  
    devices

•  Creating/adjusting policies for  
    action, clarification, and compliance

•  Developing repeatable strategy for  
    additional sites or segment to full  
    enforcement

•  Assisting in the development of an  
    in-house Forescout Triage Team

Once complete, organizations can be 
confident that their policies are being 
properly enforced with minimal impact 
to daily user workflows.

Module Deployment

Brite’s Module Deployment projects 
assist customers to implement a 
bidirectional connection with new and 
existing security tools.  Some examples 
of these tools include:

•  CMDB and Ticketing: ServiceNow

•  Endpoint: CrowdStrike

•  Network: Palo Alto, Check Point

•  SIEM: QRadar, Splunk

•  VM: Rapid7, Tenable, Qualys

Post deployment, organizations can 
gain additional value through true 
automation.



#TheBriteAdvantage
Technology and people are at the core of everything 
we do. Brite is committed to proactively protecting 
communities and organizations through innovative 
technology solutions delivered by our talented team. 
We recommend thoroughly evaluated industry-leading 
technologies and pair them with proven processes to 
assist our clients in effectively achieving their goals 
and objectives. 

At Brite, good enough is never enough.

Brite.com
1.800.333.0498
SalesInfo@Brite.com


